Sway Community Speed Watch report as of 24/2/2017
Sway Parish Council website has a page devoted to Community SpeedWatch where many of
the latest statistics are published, so this report should be read in conjunction with the web
page at http://www.sway-pc.gov.uk/csw .
This time our Community SpeedWatch week occurred during the half term 20-24 February.
Again we were restricted in numbers and only operated 5 x 1 hour sessions. With the longer
daylight hours we were able to operate earlier in the morning and later in the afternoons
taking in some rush hour traffic. We also assisted Pilley and East Boldre affected by diversion
around B3054 cattle grid works by time sharing SID and attending one of their sessions.
We sent details of 92 vehicles for PNC checking and processing. The highest speed recorded
was 50 mph. Feedback received from the police is as follows:
•
•
•
•

Number added to Database - 92
Number failed PNC (with reasons if possible) – 4 rejected – 2 = PNC Mismatch, 2 =
No current keeper details
Number of letters sent – Letter 1 = 74, Letter 2 = 11
Number escalated and reasons = 3 – 1 = High Speeder, 2 = Multiple incidents

Highly disappointingly we saw an increase in speeding on Pitmore Lane North by the
allotments. This is particularly worrying considering the number of ponies that were grazing
close to the road.

The main stats for February 2017 are:

Date
20/02/2017
21/02/2017
22/02/2017
23/02/2017
24/02/2017

Overall

Time
16:30-17:30
16:30-17:30
07:30-08:30
16:30-17:30
16:30-17:30

5 hours

Location
Brighton
ArnewoodN
Durnstown
PitmoreM
PitmoreN

Vehicles
Number
Total
reported to Vehicles Maximum exceeding
Police
35mph
passing Speed
11
102
40
13
34
167
50
51
18
110
46
19
6
119
40
10
23
168
45
30

92

666

46

123

Statistics since we began in 2014 can be viewed at http://www.sway-pc.gov.uk/csw

%
13%
31%
17%
8%
18%

18%

These charts show how the percentages of vehicles speeding at 35 mph or
more have changed since we began collecting SID stats in July 2014.
The trend lines are 8 session rolling averages hopefully giving an indication of any
improvement or otherwise in the the statistics.
Arnewood Bridge Road is still our most
severe problem area. One in every 3
motorists drive at 35 mph or higher. On
average, 59 vehicles per hour are being
driven at 35 mph or higher at this
location. While the trend appears to be
improving the numbers are excessive.
This location needs highest possible
attention. CSW on its own is not
sufficient.

Status RED
Durnstown remains broadly unchanged.
On average 29 vehicles per hour are
recorded speeding at 35 mph or higher at
this location.

Status AMBER
Brighton Road is broadly unchanged.
Actual numbers are lower than at
Durnstown, but speeds are too high for a
road that has no pedestrian walkway and is
used heavily by walkers and cyclists.
Vehicles are coming down off the open
forest where they were probably being
driven at excess speed in spite of the free
roaming animals.

Status AMBER

Since we conduct SpeedWatch surveys at three distinct locations on Pitmore Lane, each
having different characteristics, the results from them are now shown on separate graphs.
Pitmore Lane South suddenly and
dramatically worsened for a couple of
months following resurfacing work, then
for the next two months reverted back to
"normal". Last month it was worse again.
We did not survey here this time but will
need to keep careful watch on this location
when we are able to perform more sessions.

Status AMBER
Pitmore Lane Middle is broadly
unchanged.

Status AMBER

Pitmore Lane North was our one success
story. However figures from the session
conducted this month suggest a sudden
worsening of the situation. This will need
careful monitoring and its status may need to
be changed from green to amber which will be
very disappointing.

Status GREEN
Manchester Road is perceived to be a problem area by residents. Our 12 surveys there so far
have recorded just thirteen motorists exceeding 35mph. However it is worthwhile noting that,
due to restrictions on volunteers, we have not performed any surveys there for the past 4
months.

Charts from website for those without internet access
Overall Speeding Trends. Does not take into account location. Trend lines are 20 session
rolling averages. The trend lines are no longer showing any improvement.

Trends in percentages of drivers obeying the speed limit on each of the roads surveyed. Trend
lines are 4 session rolling averages. Here we do want the lines to rise but sadly this is not
happening!

Quite Interesting statistics since we began Community Speed Watch in April 2014.

The total number of vehicles reported to police so far this year is 173 in 10 hours of
SpeedWatch activity. This is quite a bit higher than last year’s 134 in 11 hours. It’s a bit
difficult comparing as last year we were unable to report anything in January, so all 134 were
recorded in February. But it still could indicate a somewhat worrying worsening in overall
driver behaviour.

